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This contribution discusses why, and how, mobile networks and mobile switches might be 
discussed during Phase 1 of the WATM standards process. Next, it reviews mobile 
routers within Mobile IP. That IP mobility architecture may not apply to the proposed 
mobile ATM switches. Finally, it discusses problems with PNNI peer group formation 
and operation when mobile ATM switches are present. 
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Abstract: 

1.0 INTRODUCTION: 
One proposed WATM protocol reference model contains several different scenarios [ 13. Those 

scenarios include mobile endsystems, ad-hoc subnets, fixed wireless components, interworking with PCS, 
mobile switches with fixed endsystems and mobile switches with mobile endsystems. (The official WATM 
WG protocol reference model is still, of course, under discussion.) However, within those six proposed 
application areas [l], the mobility management and routing issues partition into four distinct topics -- 
namely: 

1) Fixed systems that are tracked by the routing protocol. 
2)  Fixed systems that participate in the routing protocol. 
3) Mobile systems that are tracked by the routing protocol. 
4) Mobile systems (a.k.a., mobile networks or mobile switches) 

that participate in the routing protocol. 

Fixed systems are the ATM Forum's traditional purview. Most working groups address those two 
topics. Several hundred companies contribute to those working groups, and then build products based on 
the resulting ATMF specifications. Topic three -- mobile systems that are tracked by the routing protocol -- 
has seen strong interest within the recently formed WATM WG. The routing and location management 
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issues are similar to cellular telephony. The contributing companies -- Lucent, Nokia, NEC, Telia, 
Motorola, etc. -- reflect that similarity. The fourth topic, which is mobile systems that participate in the 
routing protocol, has seen fewer contributions, from Boeing and IBM-France [2-51. This last topic has met 
with resistance during previous WATM WG meetings. (Since WATM meets similar resistance from some 
Fixed-ATM companies, some WATM WG members present a strong argument for specifying simple, 
interoperable WATM systems, ASAP.) The refereed technical literature reflects a similar interest-level 
between topics 3 and 4. These two splits probably represent both the perceived commercial market size and 
the difficulty of the underlying technical issues. 

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) is a US Federally Funded Research and Development 
Contractor (FFRDC) that functions as both a systems integrator and a research lab for various military and 
civilian agencies. SNL anticipates future US government communications needs that span the four topic 
areas listed above. Those needs should be met with a minimal set of network protocols -- be it Mobile IP or 
WATM. Hence, SNL suggests that the WATM WG continue discussing mobile ATM switches. For Phase 
1, this should at least include documenting what is possible within the existing ATMF specs and the 
proposed WATM WG solutions for endsystem mobility. A second focus might be a set of optional 
extensions that would reside in mobile ATM switches with attached fixed endsystems. This would cover the 
proposed commercial applications (e.g., an ATM LAN on a commercial airplane), as well as many 
anticipated government applications. Future WATM specs should then include more general network 
topologies. 

2.0 MOBILE ROUTERS in MOBILE IP 
Mobile IP [6] does have provisions for mobile routers. However, the Mobile IP architecture 

appears suboptimal for mobile ATM switches. To review, Mobile IP [4] has two methods, specified in RFC 
2002, for allowing nodes to roam beyond their home networks. The two methods use Home Agents (HAS) 
and Foreign Agents (FAs) that function as surrogates for nodes that have left their home networks. Each 
node that will implement Mobile IP has a long-term IP address associated with its home network. This long- 
term IP address does not change under either method of implementing Mobile IP. 

In the first method, a roaming node registers with the FA of the visited IP subnet and obtains a 
care-of-address for that subnet. The roaming node then registers that subnet care-of-address with the HA of 
its Home network. Once the roaming node has successfully registered with the FA and the HA, the mobile 
node can then send and receive datagrams. Outgoing IP datagrams can be directly routed to the destination 
IP address, while incoming datagrams are intercepted by the HA on the mobile node’s Home network. The 
HA encapsulates the datagram in an IP datagram addressed to the care-of-address. The FA receives the 
“tunneled” datagram and delivers it to the mobile node’s long-term IP address. Hence, incoming and 
outgoing IP datagrams may take different network paths. These different network paths will complicate the 
ATM QoS and ABR flow control calculations. There are two other difficulties with this method. First, it can 
cause congestion at the node’s HA. Second, incoming datagrams may take sub-optimal routes. For example, 
a New York-based roaming node that is visiting California could receive datagrams, even those that 
originated in California, via its New York-based HA. 

The second method assigns a co-located care-of-address to the mobile node. This temporary care- 
of-address is a proper address for the visited subnet, that is acquired through some external means such as 
DHCP. As in the previous method, the care-of-address is registered with the mobile node’s HA. Sending 
and receiving datagrams still use a tunnel, but this time the tunnel terminates at the mobile node. This 
method has two advantages. First, it removes the FA from the communications path. Second, it provides the 
outgoing datagrams with an originating IP address that is native to the visited subnet. These two features are 
important where FAs have not been deployed or where IP routers flag non-standard addresses as evidence 
of IP address spoofing or other anti-social behavior -- and hence drop those IP packets. 

Mobile IP [6] permits mobile routers and mobile networks. A mobile router may function as the 
FA for mobile hosts visiting its subnetwork. The mobile router might communicate through its own HA-FA 
surrogates. Therefore, communications to a mobile node visiting a mobile router’s subnetwork could 
involve two HA-FA pairs and recursive IP tunneling. This situation is bound to result in suboptimal 
datapaths. Also, the ATM cell-sequence and route-splitting problems make this a dubious model for mobile 
ATM switches. 
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3.0 ISSUES for MOBILE ATM SWITCHES in PNNIv1: 
The Private Network-Network Interface (PNNI) specification [7] provides routing and signaling 

protocols between private ATM switches and groups of private ATM switches. For PNNI, logical switch 
groupings are called Peer Groups (PGs). The PGs can be arranged hierarchically. Each PNNI peer group 
can elect a Peer Group Leader (PGL). The PGLs can then summarize and advertise their PG’s topology to 
higher levels in the PNNI routing hierarchy. This hierarchical summarization allows the PNNI addressing 
scheme, routing protocol and signaling protocol to scale to global-sized networks. 

A peer group is identified by its Peer Group Identifier (PGID). Each node’s PGID is specified 
during that node’s configuration. Neighboring nodes exchange PGIDs in PNNI Hello packets. Hence, each 
node can determine if its neighbors belong to the same PG or a different PG. Any node with a connection to 
a node that is not in its local PG is called a border node. Inter-PG links, between border nodes, are called 
outside links. 

All nodes within a PG obtain an identical view of that PG’s topology by flooding PNNI Topology 
State Elements (PTSEs) within the PG. This database exchange provides the PG members with routing and 
reachability information for their PG. Each PGL uses its topology database to form a “Logical Group Node 
(LGN)” representation, of its PG, that provides both reachability information and address summarization. 
The PGL then advertises that LGN representation within its higher-level PG. This higher-level PG is called 
a Parent Peer Group. The other higher-level PG members then flood that summarized topology downwards 
into their respective lower-level PGs. Those lower-level PGs are called child peer groups. 

3.1 PGIDs for Mobile ATM Switches: 
Peer group membership is based on PGID. In PNNIv1, each node’s PGID is fixed at configuration 

time. The PGID of a Parent PG must be shorter in length, and hence be at a higher level, than any of its 
children’s PGIDs. These definitions and requirements raise the question, “Under what circumstances can a 
mobile node have a fixed PGID?”. One situation is mobile nodes within one pre-assigned PG [5].  That 
scenario covers mobile connections to a one-PG private network, such as a campus-wide network. A second 
situation is when a mobile PG, with a fixed membership, participates at the top level of the PNNI hierarchy 
[5].  This case may cover networks that contain two PNNI levels. Each private subnetwork forms its own 
PG. Those PGLs then exchange LGN topologies within a single parent PG. As previously noted [5],  this 
case breaks the PNNI address summarization in larger, multilevel networks. Section 3.2.3, which covers 
peer group leader elections, discusses this case further. 

In more general network topologies, a mobile node could probably not have a fixed PGID. 
However, a mobile node might obtain a temporary PGID from the visited network [5 ] .  That proposal, of 
course, requires PNNI protocol extensions within the mobile node. The other option allows different PGIDs 
within a single PG. This option is analogous to foreign addresses for endsystems. However, this second 
option requires a modification to existing fixed PNNI nodes. 

3.2 Peer Group (PG) Establishment and Maintenance 
Peer group establishment has three basic components -- namely neighbor discovery, topology 

database exchange and Peer Group Leader (PGL) election. This subsection discusses the effect of mobile 
ATM switches on each component. 

3.2.1 Neighbor Discovery 
During node initialization, and periodically thereafter, neighboring nodes exchange PNNI Hello 

Packets (PHPs), over the PNNI Routing Control Channel (RCC), for each physical link and Virtual Path 
Connection (VPC) between those neighboring nodes. The PNNI Hello packets, for each link, specify the 
ATM End System Address (AESA), node ID and port ID for that link. The PNNI Hello Protocol also 
supports the exchange of PGIDs so that neighboring nodes can determine whether they belong to the same 
PG. Links within PGs are called horizontal links, while links between PGs are called outside links. Nodes 
with outside links are called Border Nodes. 

In fixed ATM networks, the link-connectivity is typically pre-assigned by the network designer. 
Link connectivity then changes during network failures and/or network growth. For WATM networks with 
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mobile switches, the link connectivity can be more dynamic. For the case of mobile switches, with a fixed 
network of attached end-systems, a simple PNNI-extension might disallow mobile switches as Border 
Nodes. Otherwise, traffic between fixed switches may get routed over transiently-available outside links. 
This is problematic since it could require automatic fault recovery for SVCs between fixed-ATM 
endsy stems. 

In fixed ATM networks, each node, typically, has a few point-to-point links over high-bandwidth, 
low-error optical fibers. In WATM, and especially in ad-hoc networks, each node may have many point-to- 
point links over a shared radio channel. As previously noted [3], this may require tuning the PNNI Hello 
Protocol -- so as to minimize the signaling load on the shared radio channel. During ongoing operation, the 
PNNI Hello protocol periodically transmits PNNI Hello Packets (PHPs) every HelloInterval seconds. The 
default value of the HelloInterval timer is 15 seconds [see Annex E of Ref. 71. The minimum timer value, 
minHelloInterva1, is 0.1 seconds. A conservative estimate [Appendix F of Ref. 71 of the PHP size is: 

10O+X octets; within a peer group. 
128 + 56L + 44C octets; between peer groups. 

where X = 0 at the lowest hierarchical level, where there is no Logical Group Node (LGN), and X = 8 + 
12H, where H is the number of horizontal links, at higher hierarchical levels. C is the number of service 
categories and L is the number of known higher levels with respect to a neighbor of a given node. These 
PHP packet sizes are modest. However, each physical link and VPC requires its own PHP exchange. 

The signaling-load concern [3] argues for a large HelloInterval. However, that raises “leave 
latency” issues. A PNNIvl node will declare a link “down” if it does not receive a PHP during 
InactivityFactor consecutive HelloIntervals. The default values for InactivityFactor and HelloInterval are 5 
intervals and 15 seconds, respectively. So, the default leave latency is at least 75 seconds. Hence, a PNNI 
enhancement might include a “leave message” for mobile ATM switches that would immediately force a 
link into the Down, or Attempt, state. However, this message probably requires an enhancement to the 
existing fixed-PNNI nodes also. 

3.2.2 Topology Database Exchange 
After neighbor discovery, a PG’s nodes must synchronize their topology databases -- so that all 

nodes within a PG have an identical view of that PG’s topology. Those topology databases contain detailed 
information about the intra-PG topology and link-states and also summarized information about the 
topology and link-states within the remainder of the PNNI routing domain. During synchronization, the 
nodes exchange PNNI Topology State Elements (PTSE) headers, in PNNI Topology State Packets 
(PTSPs), that advertise the existence of the underlying PTSEs. Nodes can then request PTSEs that are 
missing from their own topology database. If a node is initializing in an already functioning PG, this 
database synchronization amounts to a one-way database copy. If the entire PG is initializing, then each 
node’s PTSE is eventually flooded, in PTSPs, throughout the entire PG. Subsequent PTSE exchanges occur 
after either topology changes or significant link-state changes within the PG. 

Wireless channels, mobile end-systems and mobile nodes pose several problems for the existing 
PNNI topology database synchronization methods. First, there may be resource utilization problems 
associated with flooding the PSTEs over low bandwidth, shared, contention-based radio links [3]. 
(Appendix F of Ref. [7] gives a complicated estimate of the PTSP size.) The tradeoff is that the flooding 
rate may limit the switch’s maximum mobility rate. 

A second problem is that a mobile switch must do a database-copy, over the shared radio link, 
whenever it changes PGs. Hence, a mobile switch might slowly pre-load the topology database for 
neighboring PGs -- so as to minimize the peak signaling load immediately after changing PGs. This requires 
PNNI protocol extensions in the existing fixed-PNNI nodes though -- since normally only summarized 
topology information is available to members of other PGs. 

3.2.3 Peer Group Leader (PGL) Elections 
A Peer Group (PG) can achieve full connectivity, within the PG, without a Peer Group Leader 

(PGL) [7]. A PNNI Routing Domain configured as one PG can achieve full connectivity without a PGL. 
However, a PGL provides connectivity outside of the PG since the PGL can aggregate and distribute 
routing information to the higher levels within a PNNI routing domain. Each PG has at most one PGL. A 
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degenerate PG could have only one node, which could then become its own PGL. Finally, a higher-level 
PGL must be the PGL of all of its lower-level child PGs. 

The Peer Group Leader Election Process (PGLE) determines which node, within the PG, becomes 
the PGL. The election criterion is a node’s pre-configured “leadership priority”. The leadership priority 
ranges between 0 and MaxLeadership=255 (see Annex D of Ref. [7]). The PGL is the node with the highest 
leadership priority. (The PTSEs convey the leadership priority information between nodes as a part of each 
PG’s topology database synchronization). If two nodes have the same leadership priority then the node with 
the highest Node ID becomes PGL. Nodes with a leadership priority of zero can not become PGL. After 
election, the PGL’s leadership priority is raised by a factor of GroupLeaderIncrement. This prevents PGL 
oscillation. The parameter GroupLeaderIncrement is an Architectural Constant [see Annex D of Ref [7]] 
whose value is 50. The PGLE is a continuous process. So a newly initialized, or newly arrived, node with a 
higher leadership priority than the current PGL would become the new PGL. If the current PGL fails then a 
new PGL is elected -- based on the leadership priorities of the remaining active nodes in the PG. 

So, again, mobile ATM switches raise interesting issues. First, should mobile nodes be allowed to 
be PGL ? Reference [3] proposed that a mobile node could become PGL if it remains in an established PG 
for an “extended period”. That proposal causes several problems though. First, if that mobile PGL left the 
PG then the PG would lose connectivity to the remainder of the PNNI routing domain until a new PGL 
election is completed and the new PGL synchronized itself with the topology database in the parent PG. 
This may be unacceptable. Second, a PGL must also be the PGL of each of its child PGs. So, in the most 
general case, a departing mobile PGL could cause PGL elections in several PGs. Third, a PGL must know 
the PGID of its parent PG. The current PNNI routing/signaling mechanisms can not convey this information 
to a newly initialized/elected PGL. Fourth, the PG’s representation to the higher levels in the PNNI routing 
domain depends on the algorithms and policies of the PGL. Hence, a newly-elected mobile PGL might 
advertise a different representation then the fixed PGL that it replaced. 

The straightforward solution to these four problems simply disallows mobile nodes as PGL. The 
easiest method requires that each mobile node’s leadership priority is zero. This solution works for mobile 
nodes, with attached fixed endsystems, that add/drop to fixed PGs within an existing PNNI routing domain. 
However, this solution breaks in ad-hoc topologies if all of the mobile nodes have a leadership priority of 
zero. This solution may also disallow the mobile PGs that were discussed in Section 3.1. Without a PGL, 
other fixed PGLs could not route into those mobile PGs. 

If all the nodes in a PG have a leadership priority of zero then no node is elected PGL. That PG 
can achieve full connectivity within the PG. However, without a PGL, it can’t advertise that connectivity to 
the rest of the PNNI routing domain. Hence, a PNNI protocol enhancement might allow PGL-capable 
mobile nodes to raise their leadership priority from zero, after a suitable time-out, if the PGL election failed 
because every node i‘n the PG initially had a leadership priority of zero. This could allow an ad-hoc PG to 
form and connect to an otherwise fixed infrastructure. 

A second solution, to the ad-hoc network problem, assigns a default leadership priority of one to 
all mobile nodes. Fixed nodes could then have a default priority greater than one. This would allow an ad- 
hoc network of mobile nodes to form a lowest level peer group. However, a mobile node would still not 
become PGL if it joined an existing fixed-network PG. One problem, though, is that the PGL increases its 
leadership priority by GroupLeaderIncrement after its election. This prevents PGL oscillation. The default 
value for the architectural constant GroupLeaderIncrement is fifty (see Annex D of Ref. [7]). Hence, if 
mobile nodes have a default leadership priority of 1 then fixed nodes need a default 2 2 (or possibly > 5 1, 
if race conditions during the PGLE are considered). Otherwise a mobile PGL could drift into a fixed-PG 
where it could usurp PG leadership. 

3.3 Transient PG Membership 
Mobile nodes imply specifying a set of standard “PNNI-level” handoff algorithms since mobile 

nodes need orderly, efficient algorithms for leaving one PG and joining another PG. For mobile nodes in a 
mainly fixed infrastructure, the tradeoffs between handoff algorithms should be similar to those for end- 
systems hand-offs [8]. Handoffs in ad-hoc topologies may be very different though -- since there may be 
little differentiation between end-systems and network elements. For the fixed infrastructure case, the issues 
are as follows. First, if network-controlled handoffs are used then where is that decision functionality 
located? The PGL may be a logical choice. However, any network-centric placement requires upgrades to 
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the fixed infrastructure. Mobile-controlled handoffs have other problems though. In PNNIv1, nodes only 
receive summary data about other PGs. This reduces the overall network signaling load. However, a mobile 
node might need the topology database for several adjoining PGs in order to join the optimal PG. So, as in 
Section 3.2.2, a PNNI enhancement might pass topology database information over outside links to mobile 
switches. Again, this enhancement requires changes in existing fixed-PNNI nodes. 

A second issue is the decision metric. For cellular end-systems, the decision metrics are signal 
strength and traffic load. Obviously, end-systems switch wireless-cells if the signal from their current base 
station becomes too weak. The cellular network may also force a handoff, so as to load-balance between 
wireless cells, when an end-systems has a strong signal from multiple base-stations. For mobile switches, 
the network connectivity of each adjoining PG might also be a decision metric. However, network design 
for fixed topologies is still an open issue. Dynamic network re-arrangement, that maintains connectivity, is a 
similar but harder problem. For mobile nodes, this calculation must be simple and fast. Finally, the decision 
metric should have hysteresis so that a mobile node does not flit between PGs. 

The third issue is the usual debate over hard versus soft handoffs and forward versus backwards 
handoffs. A fourth issue is the sequence of switch handoff versus endsystem handoff. The mobile ATM 
switch should probably complete its PNNI-level handoff before any attached endsystems begin their 
location management update process. This sequencing may be simplified if the mobile ATM switch is the 
VLR (or FA) for its attached endsystems. A final issue is the transition for existing links from horizontal 
links to outside links, and vice versa. The PNNIvl Hello protocol can accomplish this with the existing 
HelloMismatchReceived and HierarcyMismatchedReeived messages. 

4.0 CONCLUSIONS: 
Mobile IP can support mobile routers. As such, Phase 1 of the ATMF WATM specification should 

consider mobile ATM switches. This contribution discussed issues for PNNI peer group formation and 
operation when mobile ATM switches are present. One controversial conclusion is that an efficient PNNI- 
level handoff algorithm may require that the mobile ATM switch have detailed topology information about 
other peer groups. Also, an explicit leave-message can speed the PNNI-level handoff process. A simpler 
conclusion is that mobile ATM switches shouldn’t be peer group leaders or border nodes -- if possible. 
Further study is required. 
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